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Consolidated net sales of consumer-related and other products increased 2.2%

to ¥311,105 million. Sales growth of mainline vending machines was limited by

ongoing price declines, despite steady volume growth. Sales of mineral water

beverage dispensers increased. In card systems, we recorded sales of a new

series of lift gate systems. However, sales of freezing and refrigerated show-

cases declined amid weak capital investment in the supermarket industry, and

coin and currency equipment also recorded lower sales.
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CONSUMER-RELATED AND OTHER PRODUCTS

The Consumer-Related and Other Products group encompasses vending machines, freezing and refrigerated showcases, card

systems, hotel vendors and coin and currency equipment.

Sales of mainline vending machines increased firmly in volume due to firm replacement demand for drink machines and

sales promotion to new cigarette machine customers, but rose slightly on a value basis owing to continued price declines. In

new products, we launched vending machines designed for 500-milliliter PET bottles. To promote the use of vending

machines in new locations, we also broadened our product lineup by introducing see-through machines, which display the

products for purchase, and compact interior machines suitable for small offices.

The market for food-related equipment, including soft drink and draft beer dispensers as well as automatic tea-serving

machines, recorded continued growth, and Fuji Electric actively bolstered

its product lineup in this area. We also launched dispensers for frozen soft

drinks, and sales of mineral water dispensers increased.

In the specialty appliance field, we completed the development of a

standardized series of lift gate systems for ski resorts, entry and exit systems

for facilities, and card systems for cafeterias. In addition, our new series of

lift gate systems employing wireless data transmission recorded favorable

performance.

Sales of freezing and refrigerated showcases declined due to a drop in

capital investment in the supermarket industry.

In the coin and currency field, in response to the needs of the retail

industry facing deregulation, we made advances in commercializing a series

of compact and low-priced automatic change machines. The price of coin

mechanisms and bill validators for vending machines continued falling,

however, leading to an overall sales decline.

Fuji Electric delivered the industry’s first ski gate system
employing an on-line system through spread-spectrum
wireless transmission to major ski resorts in Nagano Pre-
fecture. This new system has enhanced system
expandability and cost efficiency compared with the previ-
ous system.

Our newly developed vending ma-
chines allow consumers to see
actual products through a trans-
parent glass front panel and re-
trieve items of their choice with a
robot hand device. The result is
vending machines that provide
the atmosphere of a store
showcase.

This new product provides change within two
seconds, alleviating congestion at such busy re-
tail venues as supermarket check-out counters.
It is fully compatible with OLE-based POS
systems.
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